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 Reflections from a legal perspective have been requested by the Symposium 

organizers to round out this panel

 Two images help capture how Canada is faring with national legislation and 

regulations relating to fisheries and oceans

+ Leading laggard

+ Lagging leader
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 A two-part “speed cruise” follows
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1.  Leading Laggard

Canada might be described as a leading laggard on two main fronts

(i) Canada is still managing fisheries pursuant to “pre-model T legislation”

 Fisheries Act dates back to 1868

+ Establishes no objectives, principles or 

procedures for fisheries development and

management

+ Grants absolute discretion to the Minister

of Fisheries and Oceans to issue fishing 

licenses

 Various Parliamentary attempts to strengthen the Act have failed to date due to 

elections and limited political will

+ Bill C-62 (1996)

+ Bill C-45 (2006)

+ Bill C-32 (2007)
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 Fisheries and Oceans Canada has attempted to “paper over” the legislative vacuum 
with numerous policies and frameworks, e.g.,

+ Policy on Managing Bycatch (2013)

+ Fishery Decision-Making Framework Incorporating the Precautionary Approach 
(2009)

+ Guidance for the Development of Rebuilding Plans under the Precautionary 
Approach Framework: Growing Stocks out of the Critical Zone (2013)

+ Policy for Managing the Impacts of Fishing on Sensitive Benthic Areas (2009)

+ Policy on New Fisheries for Forage Species (2009)

+ Policy for Conservation of Wild Atlantic Salmon (2009)

+ Policy for Conservation of Wild Pacific 
Salmon (2005)

+ Strengthening Our Relationship: The Aboriginal
Fishing Strategy and Beyond (2003)

+ A Policy Framework for the Management of 
Fisheries on Canada’s Atlantic Coast (2004)

+ Policy for Preserving the Independence of the
Inshore Fleet in Canada’s Atlantic Fisheries (2007)
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● The implementation of policies, especially on the Precautionary Approach and 
Development of Rebuilding Plans, have clearly lagged

+ Of 155 major fish stocks assessed in 2014, only 22% have all components of 
the precautionary approach fully implemented (Environment and Climate 
Change Canada 2016)

+ For 12 of 15 major fish stocks considered in the “critical zone” and requiring 
rebuilding plans, Fisheries and Oceans Canada has neither plans nor timelines 
for developing plans (Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable 
Development 2016)

● Canada has also lagged in integrated
fisheries management planning

+ According to the Fall 2016 report of the
Commissioner of the Environment and
Sustainable Development

 110 Up-to-date IFMPs were in place

 However, no plans were in place for
26 stocks

 For another 18, plans were out of date
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 Future fisheries policy implementation looks to be hopeful with Fisheries and 

Oceans Canada promising by the end of the 2016-17 fiscal year to develop plans

+ To establish precautionary reference points where feasible

+ To complete IFMPs for all major fish stocks

+ To complete rebuilding plans for stocks in the critical zone
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 Even if recognized gaps in IFMPs and rebuilding plans do get filled, key 
questions still need to be asked 

+ Will Canada’s “soft approach” to fisheries planning be up to the task?

 The IFMP Template makes clear that IFMPs are not legally binding and 
provisions can be modified at the Minister’s discretion

 Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s Guidance
for the Development of Rebuilding Plans
(2013) also emphasizes the non-legally
binding nature of rebuilding plans and the
fact that a plan can be modified at any time

+ Would Canadians and those in the fishing
industry be better served by making IFMPs
and rebuilding plans legally required and
perhaps legally-binding (a “legal parchment” 
approach)?

 Greater security and stability might be given
to fishing interests

 Legal entrenchment of fisheries management
and rebuilding planning in the USA has shown
many positive results
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 Making IFMPs and rebuilding plans mandatory could still leave considerable 

leeway to strike the appropriate balance among rebuilding fish stocks, 

conserving marine biodiversity and ensuring socially and economically viable 

fisheries, e.g., 

+ Calling for the equitable distributions of socio-economic impacts of 

rebuilding plans

+ Allowing flexible timelines for rebuilding plans as exemplified in the USA

̶ Magnuson-Stevens Act requires rebuilding plans for overfished stocks with 

the time period for rebuilding to be

* As short as possible

* Not to exceed 10 years

* Except where fish biology, 

environmental conditions or

management measures under

an international agreement

dictate otherwise
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̶ Canada has already “benefitted” from such a flexible approach for 

shared stocks of cod and yellowtail flounder on Georges Bank

* Through a 2011 amendment to MSA, Canada was able to get its 

informal bilateral fisheries management arrangement for Georges 

Bank to be recognized as equivalent to an international agreement and 

thus rebuilding flexibility has been secured 

 U.S. rebuilding plan target date for Georges Bank cod is 2026

 Rebuilding target date for yellowtail flounder is 2032
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 The status of Georges Bank cod and yellowtail flounder is very poor

 Catch of yellowtail flounder in 2014 was 159 mt, the lowest amount since 

1935

 Catch of cod in 2014 was 534 mt

 Catches averaged 17,198 mt between

1978 and 1993

 Catches peeked at 26,463 mt in 1982
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 A checklist of key legislative reforms, many suggested by the Royal Society of 

Canada Expert Panel Report on Sustaining Canada’s Marine Biodiversity (2012), 

includes:

+ Proclaiming fisheries objectives

+ Recognizing Indigenous rights

+ Articulating key sustainability principles to

be followed in  fisheries management, such

as the precautionary approach, social equity

and the  ecosystem approach

+ Requiring ecological and social impact

assessments for proposed fisheries

+ Setting out clear and participatory procedures

for integrated fisheries management planning

+ Mandating the following of scientific advice

+ Requiring rebuilding plans and recovery

timelines for over-fished or depleted stocks
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+ Mandating the identification of essential fish habitats and associated 

protective measures 

+ Enabling community-based fisheries management and co-management

+ Providing a dispute resolution process for contested licensing decisions

+ Promoting selective and environmentally appropriate fishing gears and 

techniques
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(ii) A second “leading laggard” dimension is the previous Government's 

retrogression in protecting fish habitat under the Fisheries Act

 Traditional s. 35 habitat protection provision was broad and quite strong

+ No person shall carry on any work or undertaking that results in the 

harmful alteration, disruption or the destruction, of fish habitat

+ Except under conditions authorized by the Minister or under 

regulations pursuant to the Fisheries Act
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 Habitat protection was substantially curtailed through the Jobs, Growth and Long-

term Prosperity Act, S.C. 2012, c-19 (Bill C-38)

+ No person shall carry on any work, undertaking or activity that results in serious 

harm to fish that are part of a commercial, recreational or Aboriginal fishery, or to 

fish that support such a fishery (s. 142(2)) (emphasis added)

̶ Serious harm defined as “death of fish or any permanent alteration to, or 

destruction of, fish habitat” (s. 133(4)) (emphasis added)

̶ Brought into force on November 25, 2013

+ Potentially removes habitat protections for

̶ Water bodies not subject to a fishery, such

as salt marshes

̶ Fish not supporting a fishery                                                             

 Restoring lost fish habitat protectors is, of 

course, a priority for the present Government

 Key legal components needing to be strengthened stand out

+ Restoring the broad scope of fish habitat protection 

+ Lowering the threshold of impact needed to trigger the authorization requirement

+ Further constraining the exercise of authorization discretion 15



2.  Lagging Leader

 Canada might be called a legislative leader on two major fronts

+ Enactment of a leading-edge

Oceans Act in 1996 (in force

since 31 January 1997)

̶ Brought Canadian offshore

jurisdiction into line with

the 1982 UN Law of the

Sea Convention
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̶ Recognizes key international legal principles

 Sustainable development

 Ecosystem approach

 Precautionary approach

 Integrated management

̶ Requires the Minister of Fisheries, Oceans 
and the Canadian Coast Guard to lead the development and 
implementation of integrated management plans for all activities affecting 
estuaries, coastal waters and marine waters out to the edge
of the continental shelf (s. 31)

̶ Mandates the Minister to coordinate the development and implementation 
of a national system of marine protected areas (MPAs) (s. 35(2))
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+ Passing Species Risk Act (SARA) with promising directions for protecting marine 

species at risks, e.g.,

 Including a List of Wildlife Species at Risk which may be amended by either the 

Governor in Council or the Minister of the Environment (s. 27)

 Setting out general prohibitions

to protect listed extirpated,

endangered or threatened species

 Requiring recovery strategies to be

prepared by the Minister of Fisheries,

Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard

for listed extirpated, endangered or

threatened species (s. 37) 

 Mandating the Minister of Fisheries 

and Oceans to prepare one or more

action plan for each recovery strategy

(s. 47)

 Seeking to protect critical habitats of listed extirpated, endangered or threatened 

species (s. 58)
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● Canada has faltered in implementing legislative provisions

+ Under the Oceans Act Canada has not put integrated management planning 
into full practice

 Four of the five Large Ocean Management Area (LOMA) pilot projects have 
finalized integrated management plans (Eastern Scotian Shelf, Beaufort Sea, 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, Placentia Bay/Grand Banks) but completed plans 
stand out for their aspirational generality and setting of overall goals, 
objectives and management strategies, not marine spatial planning

 Major offshore areas have remained outside the integrated planning process

* Central and eastern Arctic
* Bay of Fundy
* Gulf of Maine

 Fisheries and Oceans Canada withdrew its support for the Pacific North 
Coast Integrated Management Area (PNCIMA) initiative
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 To the credit of the Province of British Columbia and Coastal First Nations, 

the Marine Planning Partnership (MaPP) for the North Pacific Coast has 

succeeded in completing four sub-regional marine plans (April 2015)

* North Vancouver Island

* Central Coast

* Haida Gwaii

* North Coast

 Each plan similar in zoning marine

areas into three categories (general,

special and protection)

 However, the plans do not address

management of uses under federal

jurisdiction
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 Coastal Management Area planning initiatives under the Oceans Act have been 

relatively few and hard to track

* No clear process for identifying or listing CMAs

* Primary focus on DFO has been on LOMAs

* Example is ESSIM where integrated planning was focused beyond 12 N.M. 
territorial sea
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+ Under the Oceans Act Canada is trying to “catch up” in protecting marine 

and coastal areas

̶ Only eight MPAs established to date under the Oceans Act with eight 

areas of interest
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̶ Canada has committed to protecting 5% of coastal and marine areas by 

2017 and 10% by 2020 through five action areas

 Finishing the establishment of five proposed MPAs under the Oceans 

Act and the establishment of the Lancaster Sound National Marine 

Conservation Area (NMCA)

 Establishing new large Oceans Act

MPAs in pristine offshore areas

 Establishing additional Oceans Act

MPAs in areas under pressure from

human activities

 Advancing other effective area-based

conservation measures

 Examining how the Oceans Act can be updated to facilitate the MPA 

designation process
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+ Under SARA, three main laggings

 Getting additional marine fish species listed

 Securing timely and effective recovery planning

 Ensuring protection of critical habitats
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● Canada should consider amending and strengthening legislation in the near future

+ Addressing the weaknesses of the Oceans Act

Canada’s Oceans Act might be described

as a “weak hull” and displays various

limitations, such as 

 Lack of clear definitions for key

principles, such as sustainable

development and the precautionary

approach

 Failure to require decision-makers to follow international legal principles,

such as the ecosystem and precautionary approaches

 Imposition of “bare bone” integrated management planning responsibilities

* No procedures or timelines established

* No content detail, such as requiring a marine spatial planning approach
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 Lack of provision for giving “legal teeth” to integrated management plans 

developed under the Act, for example

* Specific regulatory power for putting plans into practice

* Specific approval requirement for proposed activities within plan areas

 Failure to provide incentives for encouraging provincial cooperation

 Lack of details on MPA designation and

implementation, for example

* Steps and procedures to be followed

* Requirement for MPA management

plan development
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+ SARA amendments might also be considered in 

addressing problematic areas, e.g.,

+ Listing

 Making listing non-discretionary  with COSEWIC

assessments being the sole basis of legal listing

 Placing a statutory timeline on public consultations 

and the subsequent listing recommendation to the 

Governor in Council

+ Recovery planning

 Establishing clear procedures for recovery planning

 Setting a statutory deadline for action plans

 Requiring fisheries rebuilding plans when COSEWIC

determines a marine fish is endangered or threatened
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Conclusion 

 Canada is poised to recover some of the lost ocean law and policy leadership, e.g.,

+ The Government of Canada has tasked a four member Expert Panel with 

making recommendations on how to restore federal environmental assessment 

review processes

+ Parliament’s Standing Committee

on Fisheries and Oceans is reviewing

how to recover lost protections for

fish habitats

+ SARA implementation efforts are 

speeding up

+ Canadian Government is committed

to protecting 5% of marine areas by

2017 and 10% by 2020
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 Canada should also “seize the moment”

and become an unquestioned

legislative leader

+ Mending the weak threads of the

Oceans Act and SARA

+ Modernizing the Fisheries Act

+ A recent FAO report (2016) encourages

countries to strengthen their fisheries

legislative frameworks to reflect an 

ecosystem approach
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 Restoring Canada’s oceans leadership might be enhanced

on non-legal fronts as well, e.g., 

+ Recasting Canada’s Oceans Strategy (2002)

+ Forging a new Oceans Action Plan

+ Providing new policy and operational

guidance for integrated coastal and

marine planning (Policy and Operational

Framework for Integrated Management

of Estuarine, Coastal and Marine 

Environments in Canada (2002) 

now very outdated)

+ Developing an Ecosystem-based Fisheries

Management Policy and Roadmap

+ Considering the creation of a new International Sustainable

Oceans Initiative to share Canadian oceans-related expertise

with other countries and communities around the globe
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● Renewed oceans leadership is urgently needed as the social, economic and 

environmental stakes are high

+ Ensuring healthy oceans for future generations!

+ Salving vibrant coastal communities!
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Thank you!
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